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the hapless men featured in meeruthiya
gangsters are all in their 20s and 30s.
they have studied in college and are

now either unemployed or doing
manual labour in the city. they are all
part of the insecure middle class. their
crime-committing activities are mostly

for fun. there is no hard evidence to
suggest that they are involved in any
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extortion or kidnapping cases. most of
the incidents are fake, either to extort
money from the film industry or to get
into the headlines. this is its greatest
weakness. the only thing that really

works as a point of departure for quadri
is the presence of a few moments of

truth in a film thats otherwise filled with
lies and fabrications. for instance, the

entire meeruthiya gangsters trailer
contains a fleeting shot of the actors
playing their roles as kidnappers. the

director usually has a good
understanding of his actors. but he

doesnt seem to have any idea of what
they should do, making some of them
look like dummies. in fact, the actors
are the only ones to come out of this
film with any credit. the film is also
proof that even a director who has

nothing to say in an indian film can still
come up with some entertaining

sequences. sincere and meandering,
quadri doesnt really do anything with

his film. meeruthiya gangsters is at best
a mediocre indian crime drama. the first
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half of the film is the most interesting.
but it goes off the rails in the second

half, culminating in a flaccid finale. the
film is almost not worth watching.

despite its flaws, meeruthiya gangsters
is at times entertaining. its not a new

concept for a director to use his actors
to deliver a monologue. but usually the
monologue is delivered with a purpose.

thats not the case in meeruthiya
gangsters.
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